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- Between August 2018 & January 2020 over 100,000 m3 of sediment was lost from 
the surf beach. 
- The vegetated dunes behind the beach receded 9 - 20 metres between the Surf 
Life Saving Club and the Ozone Street access track. The level of the beach dropped 
by up to 1 metre. 
- These changes are in addition to the average 40 metres of coastline recession that 
occurred between 2013 and 2018. 
- At the Wreck Creek end another 8 metres of beach was  since February 2020, 
including 4 metres since June 2020.
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All of these landforms can be identified at Inverloch & along the Bunurong Coast. Mudflats 
at Screw Creek
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Transportation of sand from west to east, as well as offshore & onshore are key processes 
contributing to seasonal and long term changes
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The original tower became so unstable, it had to be removed in late 2013
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Fourteen months and $120,000 later a new tower was installed. Note the high tide line. 
The lifesaving clubhouse is over the dune to the right of this photo
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Five months later and a week of stormy weather caused more than a metre of the 
foundations to be exposed. Both the building and pathway became unusable. Note the 
amount of tea tree that has fallen over.
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The tower was sandbagged, which secured it for the 2015 summer but by the following 
October the sand bags had begun to fail. Waves were washing in behind them destabilizing 
the dunes. You can see both the tower and walkway are unusable.
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The tower was then taken off its pylons, put on ‘skis’. A new path was cut through the tea 
tree to the west of the SLSC and the tower was installed at this new location.
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A year later the tower had to be dragged back from the edge to prevent it from falling into 
the sea. This slide and the next one show how unstable sand and vegetation is when 
impacted by waves
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Tower was dismantled … never to be seen again…
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Two sets of wet sand fences were constructed – one set adjacent to the SLSC and the 
second at the Bunurong Road corner. The idea was modelled on fencing at Port Fairy. The 
fences are like picket fences, pickets joined with wire. Waves would wash through the 
fencing and be slowed down, sand would be trapped on the landward side and build up the 
adjacent sand dunes. 
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There were two problems – longshore drift meant that waves were washing along the 
beach from west to east, in behind the fences, scouring out sand from the dunes. Secondly 
they were not strong enough & began to fail at the Bunurong Road corner within a month 
of construction. Reinforcing has meant two fences are still in place.
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Tonnes of sand was transported from Point Norman back along the surf beach and placed 
adjacent to the SLSC  and Bunurong Road to protect remaining dunes and the slsc.
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Installing the geotextile sand bags was entertaining…
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Bunurong Road corner wet sand fence began to fail one month after installation
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7,000 tonnes of rock now installed. Rocks and sand bags both installed on an angle sloping 
away from the beach, so that waves will run up rather than crashing into them & dragging 
sand away. This is a key problem of rock walls. Waves crash into the hard surface & drag 
sand away. So the road/ buildings are protected but the beach is lost. A second significant 
problem is at the ends of each of these structures. You will see accelerated erosion at the 
ends. What to do about this…. The most active erosion during 2021 has been along Wreck 
Creek next to the rock wall at the Bunurong Road corner, and at the Rotary Park near the 
boat ramp – next to a rock wall.
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The main dune vegetation along the surf beach is tea tree. It keeps dunes stable but does 
not tolerate sea water on its roots. So when waves wash over their roots, the tea tree dies. 
It eventually falls over & is transported east towards Anderson Inlet. ‘Teepees’ of dead tea 
tree have been built on the sand in Anderson Inlet. Another lot of tea tree is then exposed 
to the next high tide/storm event – so the process of tea tree and sand loss continues. 
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There has been an enormous amount of sand transported east into Anderson Inlet from 
the surf beach. The Tarwin River flows out here – the dark coloured water. Channels 
regularly change their position.
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Rock platforms next to cypress trees in Ramsay Boulevard near Abbott St
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Covered with sand & establishing new sand dunes & habitat
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20,000 years ago during the last ice age, people and animals could walk between Tasmania 
and the mainland – sea level was that much lower than today
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5,000 years ago sea level was higher than it is today – at the foot of the escarpment that 
can be seen at the RACV at Flat Rocks. So yes, the climate is always changing. But what is 
different today is the speed of change – warming, plus the fact that so much infrastructure 
& buildings – roads, housing… has been built on sand very close to sea level. How to 
manage this…
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This imaging from the Bass Coast Shire Council of what a .8 metre sea level rise would look 
like in the area behind the Inverloch SLSC & upstream along Wreck Creek. The following 
slide shows this same location. How should sea level rise & inundation caused by flooding 
up Wreck Creek be managed? Who should pay? How much?
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Prevailing wind and wave direction, coastline orientation, long distance & local waves, 
tides. King Island. Amount of water coming down Tarwin River. What’s happening at Point 
Smythe
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